
ESSAY ON ROLE OF PARENTS IN CHILD CHARACTER BUILDING

Parents play a major role in the character development of each child. Since while on growth they mostly interacted with
parents. They like to.

This paper will examine the key needs that parents provide such as physical necessities, learning, self-respect,
peer relationship, harmony, and stability. Try not to conform them to any particular religion and let them
explore spirituality on their own. Praise their enthusiasm, honesty, kindness, teamwork, fairness, humility, etc.
Rather, whenever more specific praise can be given, the more valuable it is for a child. Parents are the first
mentor of the child and the teacher is the second. They might receive congratulatory remarks on good grades
or for participating in a performance or special event. Parents have a great opportunity to help kids identify
and build on their character strengths by changing the way they give praise. It governs responses, actions,
thinking and decision making of a child in the following areas. By making your praise more specific, you help
kids learn that character strengths matter. Pin It Parents play a crucial and important role in the overall
development of children. People might argue that genetics are more important in determining how high the
child will be able to jump. Perhaps they receive a trophy for being on the winning team. She molds the child to
be a responsible and independent learner. This list of child development tips is not gender-specific and is
equally applicable to both parents. Children will always look up to their father for motivation. As the child
matures and develops mastery the scaffolding is removed or changed to allow the child to become more
independent. Mental Development Parenting styles help the child learn innovatively, accepting failures and
overcoming them, understanding discipline, accepting feedback and the award and punishment concept.
Parents who create positive home learning environments know that communicating about academics and
homework is important. Parenting is a never-ending job. Be Positive Children can easily sense negativity.
Wisdom Parents and families play a key role in character development.


